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Future historians now twiddling their little pink toes in
cradles, or as yet unborn, will assemble the authentic history
of the World War. We of this belligerent generation are still
too close to the picture. Time alone, and considerable of it,
will cool and eventually erase national prejudices, conflicting
claims, and fruitless post-mortem polemics still seething in the
brains of living war statesmen and military strategists. War
memoirs are still in the making, each with its host of critics.
The individual resurrectionists have still to conserve their
ideas on paper in floods of controversial argument.
Let about two generations slide by before the above-
mentioned historians, preordained, learned chroniclers of to-
morrow, will begin to set down cold, hard facts so well-
founded and sane as to be judged authentic*
That distressing query, "Who won the war?" is still a dan-
gerous verbal explosive. Let it pass. In the meantime, if those
who were privileged to watch the great struggle at close
range may prepare tiny blobs of pigment sufficient to cover
even a small square inch of the ultimate picture, it is un-
doubtedly their duty to do so.
Perhaps these ultimate historians will pry into the dusty
recesses of newspapers to drag out the yellow files in order to
ascertain a more human angle of the war game. This was the
correspondent's forte during the World War. As a military
strategist he failed almost wholly. The rules and regulations
of modern warfare restrained the correspondent in the field
from telling the generals how to fight their battles and like-
wise blocked him when there was an urge to write critical
analyses of certain situations.
I shall never forget many stories on which the war censor
fell with a resounding clash as he bayoneted them with keen

